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Saroj Gautam()
 
I like to do things very passionately.We all should have hobbies. They are food
for your heart and soul. Your occupation only can't define you. You should always
have your exit plan handy for all your DAILY ACCUMULATED tensions. And no
doubt HOBBIES are the best stress management programs that no institution
offers. I suffered a lot after my disk problem. But my hobbies healed me inside
providing inner strength. Magically my perception towards my real life problems
enhanced. I am keen Pinterest user. Follow me
https: //pin.it/2k81t3d
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'????'
 
With Evil, sir! Surely you will be misleaded,
evil abused on intersections, what if, not taken granted with!
But it follows you, to corner of your eyes, hide & sits,
Unknowingly, evil will become, your true dearest,
Ethics, thus will be, shaken to ground, in bits.
 
Of course, from the truth, you'll stay away,
Of course, with truth, you'll be drown  away,
Surely but, truth will teach, how to be diamond,
Firstly first, it will burn, all  your turmoil,
Truth, thus makes, your soul weep and tremble.
 
 Youself,  ignore the ill,  you surely will,



 Be carried away, by the greed, you will,
 Be faked, by everyone everywhere, You will,
Be hidden, under several mask, you find yourself will,
What to teach next generation, have you considered, ever will?
 
Are heavy, on every person, the expectations will
Continues, thus the  journey towards truth,    from evil.
It is up to you how much you can decide.
What can I say, you will delude yourself,
What did you bring and what will you take with you?
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Whose stubbornness had no end.
Love sprouted, like  peacock danced the rapt heart.
A shower of laughter, rained down on the stone heart.
She has been father's angel since the day he met.
 
A little scratch, and his eyes become moistened,
 The one from whom, nothing could be listened.
Now started keeping track of each and every thing.
Became soft, well-spoken, his shades started changing.
 
The roaring lion, started getting aware of the chirm.
He began to care, who was thought to be deprived of feeling.
All over emotionally wet, now is drenched in your colors.
Every momentis is festival & rainbow  everywhere occurs.
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You have presented all roles in single mold.
 
Be it, daughter-in-law, daughter, sister, companion, life partner, all amazing, all
in single moment!
 
GOD, you were so GREAT!
 
After creating universe what you done smarty, to govern, created woman,
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